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1. CS/NF/SK) Tasking: Monitor reviewed all available tasking at an 
earlier date. No additional instructions received. 

2. (S/NF/SK) Session: Source reviewed his previous session ('I-3', 
04 May 87) prior to beginning in Stage VI with a description of the 
»target area" (monitor injected term). 

3. CS/NF/SK) Summary: A below ground open area is located in the 
"target area". During a previous test (during darkness) a bluish 
corona-like light was present around this area, radiating a short 
distance from it its source laterally in all directions. A repeated 
"popping" noise was associated with this event. During a later event 
(different time), the following was described: Beneath the ground was a 
very small (possibly fractions of an inch) column of intense light which 
was accompanied by a loud cracking/popping sound and, again, the fuzzy 
bluish light spreading out into the open area around it. There was no 
sense of "explosion" in connection with this phenomenon. Above ground 
and centered over this area, suddenly appeared a very big (miles) 
"frisbee-shaped", translucent, whitish cloud and the sound of "whump" 
from underground. [Note: Source feels that he was perceiving an 
"underground test" but feels strongly that it was not a "nuke test"]. 

4. (S/NF/SK> Feedback: Source inquired of monitor whether or not he 
should be perceiving anything else--(the monitor instructed source to 
"be aware of anything, anywhere which might be connected with the 
event"). Monitor replied that he did not know the answer to the 
question. SGFOIA3 
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